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Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is widely accepted and standard surgical procedure for osteoarthritis. 
Most patients are able to recover their preoperative pain completely and achieve a good range of 
motions to perform daily tasks after TKA. However, there is a number of patients who remained 
unsatisfied with the result after TKA and often complain pain in performing daily task.

Abstract

Exploring reason behind post-operative pain and failure of TKA; researchers had found that in 31.2% 
of these cases; failure is due to aseptic loosening. Aseptic loosening is closely related to improper 
component placement. Orienting component in the axial direction is critical for proper outcome 
of TKA. Measured resection and gap balancing are two methods used for rotational alignment of 
component. Studies have shown that the measured resection technique has an advantage over gap 
balancing. However, the outcome of measured resection technique depends on the proper selection 
of reference axis. Transepicondyle axis, Whiteside line and Posterior condyle line are mostly used 
for setting the component rotation in TEA. All three rotational axis has its own advantages and 
pitfalls, therefore selection of reference should be based upon knee bone morphology and diseased 
condition.
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TKA: Total Knee Replacement

The number of TKA surgeries is increasing every year. According to the study done by Inacio et al, 69% of 
increment in IR (incidence rate) may be expected by 2050 compared to 2012 [1]. Advancement of technology 
& survival rate of implants has increased significantly which clearly reflects an increasing number of young 
patient opting for TKA.

Malalignment of component placement in the axial plane may cause patella maltracking, anterior 
knee pain, aseptic loosening and also it could be one of the reasons behind TKA revision. The 
Success of rotational alignment depends upon proper preoperative planning and accurately 
selection of landmarks involved in creating axis. In this review paper, Pros and cons of reference 
axis are discussed individually and their correlations with each other are explored based on existing 
literature.

Abbreviations

FFA: Functional Flexion Axis

PCL: Posterior Condylar Line

PCA: Posterior Condylar Axis

CT: Computed Tomography

MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Introduction

In spite of all the advancements from manufacturer side, post-operative patient satisfaction rate has not 
increased in same proportion [2]. Component misalignment is still a foremost challenge in TKA which has 
been considered one of the reasons behind TKA failure [3]. It has been seen as possible reason for patella 
femoral complications and anterior knee pain post operatively [4]. There are two methods exist to correct the 
axial alignment of knee: Measured resection technique and Balanced gap technique. Balanced gap technique 
uses proximal tibial resection as a reference for femoral axial alignment. Balancer will be used prior to the 4 
in 1 cut to check the ligament stiffness. In case of stiffness on either side of knee, first ligament release will 
be done and it will be ensured that equal balance is achieved in either side. Presence of severe deformity in 
tibia can lead the rotational alignment in varus and also the excessive release of ligament can cause patella 
tracking problem in balanced gap method. Comparatively, measured resection technique may be more useful 
in these cases [5]. Considering measured resection technique; rotational references are used for restoring the 
native rotational alignment in TKA. Three established references: Transepicondylar axis; Whiteside line & 
Posterior condylar axis are used for rotational measurement in TKA [6]. 
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Literature has shown there are no clear advantages of one reference over other two. However, it was suggested 
to pick the reference based on its reproducibility and deformity present in the individual patient.

Pre-op and Post-op measurement techniques also play a vital role in execution and evaluation of rotational 
alignment. Rotational accuracy in different surgical method - Conventional, PSI and Navigation varies 
significantly. Regardless of surgical method, selection of references is critical for better rotational alignment 
of TKA. It is also important not to generalize rotational alignment as there is enough evidence in the 
literature which supports individualization rotational alignment in TKA.

Axial positioning of the femoral component is referred as rotational alignment. Any misalignment of 
rotational component may affect the patella tracking and can cause flexion instability. Femoral malalignment 
could be a possible cause of anterior knee pain [7]. Predicting distal femoral rotation may be challenging 
using X-ray modality as the landmarks are not very clear in X-ray. CT scan modality may be the better 
option for determining reference axis for rotation.

It is further divided into two parts- Clinical TEA and Surgical TEA. Surgical TEA is defined as the line 
joining the medial sulcus and lateral epicondyle point where else clinical or anatomical TEA is defined as 
the line joining the apex of medial prominence and lateral epicondyle [8]. Surgical TEA is mostly used as 
a rotational reference for TKA during the surgery. It is considered as the functional axis around which the 
knee rotates during flexion arc [9]. However, Mochizuki has found there is a considerable amount of vertical 
displacement in medial epicondyle during 0 to 90° of flexion. He has found the vertical displacement of 7.6 
mm in medial side. He has counter the hypothesis as TEA being functional axis through this study. In his 
opinion, If TEA is considered as functional flexion axis (FFA) there should not be any vertical displacement 
during the flexion range [10].

Determining epicondyle landmark intra-operatively may be challenging. It depends on user’s experience as 
an experienced surgeon might pick landmark with better reproducibility rate than new surgeons. Epicondyle 
region is covered with thick soft tissue and its anatomical variation is evident [11]. According to the study 
done by Jea-Yves Jenny et al. on 20 knees with 2 senior surgeons using Navigation, he found high variation 
with mean variability was 5° for surgeon-1 and 6° for surgeon-2 [12]. Many of times presence of hardware 
or deformity in epicondyle region may make it more difficult to produce TEA.

References Used for Rotational Alignment

Transepicondylar Axis

Whiteside Line

Whiteside line is defined as the line joining the lowest point of patella groove and top of inter-condylar 
notch. Its intraoperative reproducibility and accuracy as a rotational reference are comparatively lesser than 
TEA [13]. Although comparing visibility of landmark, Whiteside line has better visibility over TEA but 
presence of osteophyte in intercondylar region may create some problem in identifying the Whiteside line. 
It can be also be used as the cross-check to see the patella remains in neutral position through the flexion arc.
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Nicolas et al performed a study to check inter and intraobserver reliability of Whiteside’s line using Navigation 
system. He found good reliability as compared to predefined Whiteside’s line using Navigation. Whiteside’s 
line was 2.1±1.5 externally rotated compared to Navigation. There was no significant difference between 
experienced and new surgeons in terms of accuracy of landmark picking [14]. In cases of hyperplasia where 
posterior-lateral condyle is abnormally smaller, Whiteside line was suggested to be used as a reference [15]. 
In case of trochlear dysplasia or destructive arthritis, Whiteside line may fail to give proper alignment [16].

Posterior condyle line (PCL) is defined as a tangential line joining the prominent point of posterior-medial 
and posterior-lateral condyles and angle between posterior condyle line and transepicondyle line is called 
as posterior condyle angle (PCA). PCL is one of the most popular references for rotational alignment. 
However, in case of hypoplasia cases, it is not good option to opt for PCL for rotational alignment. The 
underdeveloped condyle may give incorrect PCA value which can cause femoral malalignment. The posterior 
condylar is also prone region for floating osteophyte. According to Frankie et al average posterior condylar 
angle was found 3.7 ± 2.2° and there was no significant difference between male and female patient. The 
angle varied based on diseased condition, In case of varus 3.3 ± 1.9° and case of valgus, it was 5.4 ± 2.3° [17]. 
Increase in PCA angle from native PCA angle can tilt HKA angle in varus direction and decreasing PCA 
angle can tilt HKA angle in valgus direction during the motion of extension to flexion [18]. Accuracy-wise 
it is least reproducible reference comparing to TEA & Whiteside line but most of the manufacturer still 
uses PCL as a reference for implant design as it is easier to setup rotation using PCA and sizing can be done 
simultaneously [19]. The normal procedure for achieving ideal alignment starts with placing AP sizer on the 
distally resected surface and then providing 3° external rotation in order to make it parallel to TEA. Plenty 
of studies have shown flaw in generalization of external rotation and supported individualization of rotation 
as per case [20].

Posterior Condylar Line

As every reference used earlier has some flaw, researchers have looked upon new references and landmarks 
as an alternative option for placing component on the axial plane. Simon Talbot et al has introduced the 
concept of sulcus line. He defined sulcus line as a 3D landmark which is a curve derived from multiple points 
selected in trochlear groove unlike to Whiteside line where only two points were taken to construct the 
axis as deepest point of patella groove in anterior direction and intercondylar notch at knee center region. 
He assessed SL line in 200 knees and shown the result that SL line was more accurate in comparison of 
Whiteside line [21].  He also suggested that anterior surface near trochlear could be also used for reference 
since it is a flat surface and chance of anatomical variation is less [22].

Alternative References

Correlation Between References

Although there are plenty of references available for femur; none of the references can give complete accuracy 
in femoral rotation. It is advisable to use more than one reference to overcome the limitation of each axis 
[23]. Frederic et al also suggested that combination of PCL and Whiteside line could be a reliable landmark 
of axial alignment [16].
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Another interesting study pitched the idea of averaging sulcus line and PCL and used it for femoral rotational 
alignment, Tat woon chao had shown the result using sulcus line and PCL may reduce malrotation [24].

Preoperative MRI based study done by fabricio also suggested that anatomical transepicondyle line is easiest 
axis to reconstruct with the accuracy of 30.8% of variation, surgical epicondyle variation was noted to 69% 
and the accuracy of Whiteside line 58.7%. It is possible that landmark picked on 2D scan preoperatively and 
landmark picked in clinical setup may show significant variations. Robert et al performed study including 
11 orthopedic surgeons with 10 cadaver specimen. He included 5 axis in which the reference axis was taken 
from navigation system and evaluated accuracy of rest of axis. He found only 17% of knee where rotated less 
than 5° taking reference of digitized epicondyle axis [23]. In the study done by W.P Yau et al, 56% of TEA, 
72% of PCL, 60% of Whiteside line was found in outlier range which supports high variability in all axis.

The variation in references could also depend on surgical approach used for TKA. W. P Yau performed a 
cadaver study in which he compared minimal invasive and conventional approach and found the error of 
TEA was more in minimal approach than the conventional approach. However, he found that Whiteside 
line error was less in minimally invasive approach than conventional approach [13].

Preoperative and Postoperative radiological evaluations are also important to compare the outcome properly.  
Particularly in axial rotation X-ray image modality may not give an accurate result. CT based measurement 
is better option. Even post-op CT based images consist of artifacts and picking up landmarks would be 
challenging at times. Konigsberg et al have performed a study to determine inter and intraobserver variability 
in 2D landmarks picked post-operatively at the time of revision. He found that there is considerable inter-
observer variability in femoral rotation where else intra-observer variability was good for femoral rotation 
[28]. In the comparative study done by Kanekasu between X-ray and CT scan shows a high correlation 
between both modality and suggested that X-ray could be used for rotational assessment as it is less costly 
and can give an equivalent result. X-ray was captured at 90° flexed position to make it equivalent to flexion 
position [29,30].

Population-Based Variation

As bone morphology varies across the geographical region, it has a direct impact on the measurement of 
PCA. Gurva Reddy et al have done the study on Indian Population and calculated average PCA value, 
he found only 27.7% of Indian population consists of PCA with 3° [8]. Performing Iranian population 
with 108 patient Jabalameli et al. found the mean value between anatomical transepicondyle and PCA was 
5.9±1.6° and the angle between clinical epicondyle and PCA was 1.6±1.7° [25]

Discussion

Exploring literature it is now evident that Transepicondyle line has comparatively better accuracy over 
Whiteside line and PCA [26] but there is enough doubt involved to rely upon on one reference, hence it 
would be better option to actively use preoperative planning with multiple references and then reach into 
the conclusion on the most suitable reference for individual case. Importance of selecting proper rotational 
alignment is critical for TKA. Plenty of studies exists which shows misalignment in the rotation could cause 
anterior knee pain and patella dislocation, stiffness in retinaculam ligament & osteonecrosis of patella [27].
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